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INTRODUCTION 

 

Traveller is a science-fiction role-playing game that was released by Game Designers Workshop 

(GDW) in 1977.  The game was created by Marc Miller and was originally available in a boxed 

set of three books.  It is considered one of the classic science-fiction role-playing games. 

                     

SOLITAIRE GAMING 

 

On page six of the Book 1 Characters and Combat, Traveller mentions the option of solitaire 

gaming.  There are no specific rules or story gaming “oracles,” but rather the player resolves the 

situations as they occur.  Most of the adventure would evolve from a combination of player 

action, random encounters and patrons.  

     

Since I tend to daydream my adventures and combine them with rules, this is an acceptable 

condition for me.  

                

RULES AND EDITION 

    

Traveller went through several editions, while at GDW and then several afterward.  The rules are 

a toolkit which one could use to run in any science-fiction setting.  The basic three books have 

very little setting detail (no timeline, aliens or robots) so that the referee could design them to 

reflect his or her own vision of the future.  

    

GDW canon introduced the Imperium (a large star-spanning empire), alien races and immense 

detail.  The basic Traveller setting is approximately in the Imperial year 1110 (5628 AD).  This 

era of Traveller assumes a large Imperium ruling over many star sectors.  The Empire itself was 

either benevolent or malign depending on the referee.  

     

A lot of the canon was supported by the Journal of the Traveller’s Aid Society (JTAS), a 

publication by GDW which had rules variations, gaming articles and news on the current state of 

affairs of the Imperium.  It was inspirational and very fun to read. 

     

The first edition is often referred to as “Classic Traveller.”  In 1987, GDW published 

MegaTraveller, which was set in the Imperial year 1116.  This edition follows the assassination 

of Emperor Strephon by Archduke Dulinor, which shattered the Empire and introduced the 

Rebellion era with warring factions.  

     

The last GDW published version was Traveller: The New Era, which was published in 1993.  

This version was set in the Imperial year 1201, approximately 70 years after a computer virus 

caused a massive collapse of civilization. 

     

 



Readers might recall 2300AD, a game published by GDW in 1986.  While it was hard science-

fiction, it was not a part of Traveller canon.  The game was actually set up as a future version of 

their popular Twilight: 2000 game.  My only familiarity with 2300 AD was buying their 

Earth/Cybertek Sourcebook back in the day.  But just to clear up any confusion, this was not a 

throw-back version of Traveller.  

     

After GDW went out of business, Traveller continued to be on the scene in various editions.  The 

two of which I am the most familiar with are Gurps Traveller by Steve Jackson Games and 

Traveller Core Rulebook by Mongoose Publishing.  Gurps Traveller by Steve Jackson games 

was published in 1998.  It is set in an alternate 1116 in which Emperor Strephon was never 

assassinated.   

 

I like the approach of Gurps Traveller since the Imperium offered plenty of action/adventure-

possibilities for me without the need of an overall meta-story plot, such as the Rebellion or the 

Collapse.  Actually, I felt that those types of meta-story worked against the free-lance 

adventuring fun that I sought in Traveller. 

      

The Traveller Core Ruleboook by Mongoose Publishing is a 

hardcover book, which is very much like a revised or “second 

edition” of the Classic Traveller.  Many of the systems are essentially 

the Classic rules with what I feel are excellent modifications and 

additions.  It includes some of the core alien races, but otherwise has 

very much of the toolkit feel of the original Classic Traveller rules.   

     

For my personal gaming and in this article, I will use a fusion of the 

Classic and Mongoose editions along with my own house rules (the 

solo gamer’s license) and nuggets gleaned from the JTAS.  Note, that 

while I played Classic Traveller, this is the first time that I will be 

going thoroughly through the Mongoose Edition, so this will be a voyage of discovery for me as 

well. 

             

CHARACTER GENERATION   

    

So, time to grab 2d6 and create a character.  I will create the character using the Mongoose 

Traveller rules.  Since it was random back in the day, I’ll use the standard random generation 

system.  Note that the character is fictitious, any resemblance to anyone living or dead, is purely 

coincidental. 

    

The first thing is to come up with a name for the character.  Since Traveller often struck me as 

being similar to an Alexandre Dumas novel in space, I want a name with that flavor.  The 

character is Gerard Delacroix. 

    

Next, I roll for the basic six-character characteristics: Strength, Dexterity, Endurance, 

Intelligence, Education and Social Standing.  I’m pleasantly surprised to find that in Mongoose 

Traveller, the rolls can be assigned to traits, as opposed to just occurring in the order of the traits.  

This allows for some bit of a concept. My rolls are: 7, 9, 6, 4, 4 and 7. 



I’ll arrange them as follows: 797644.  The numbers are the basic six characteristics.  This is the 

UPP or Universal Personality Profile in Traveller.  Numbers such as 10 are represented by the 

letter A, 11 is B and so on.  My hero is very dexterous, but poorly educated and has a low social 

standing, so I envision someone who comes from a backwater, rural area.  

     

The next step is to determine the home world.  Instead of going through the entire process of 

creating a star system, I’ll select one from Traveller Supplement 3, The Spinward Marches.  I 

select Caloran, which is an agricultural system in the Vilis Subsector.  In Traveller Imperium 

slang, he is from “Behind the Claw,” which is the region behind the Great Rift.  This already 

gives him some exotic flavor.  This is a cool feature, in Classic Traveller, the home world of the 

character didn’t matter.  Nobody under 18 had any viable skills.  Since he comes from Caloran, 

which is Agricultural, he gets an animal skill of zero. 

    

Now it is time for our hero to get a career.  He wants to see the stars, so he tries to enlist in the 

Scouts.  The basic qualification is 5 and I get a +0 because my Intelligence is six.  I roll an 8. 

There’s a party in the hometown, as our hero joins the Scouts.  In Mongoose Traveller, you pick 

a specialization within the character careers.  Since Gerard wants to see the stars, he chooses the 

exploration branch.  

    

For his basic training, he gets pilot (space craft), survival, mechanic, Astrogation, comms and 

gun (Energy rifles) at level zero.  Next, I get to choose a skill and training table and roll a d6.  I 

choose the Specialist: Exploration and roll a 4. Gerard gets a skill in Life Science (biology).     

     

Now, how much of a risk did he face this term?  The survival roll is 7, and I get a +0 because my 

Endurance is six.  I rolled a six.  I now roll on the Mishap table: 6.  I was injured.  Now, to roll 

on the Injury table: 5.  I was injured, so my Strength goes down one point to six.  

    

Since my character was injured in his first term, he doesn’t get any benefit rolls.  Using the 

Alternate solo character rule, I select a level one skill of Survival from the Explorer package. 

     

So, here’s a listing of the character profile in the format presented in Supplement 1 1001 

Characters: Gerard Delacroix (Scout) 697644   Age 22 1 term Cr 0 

Astrogation-0, Comms-0, Guns (energy rifles)-0, Life Sciences (Botany)-1, Mechanic-0, Pilot 

(space craft) and Survival-1  

Note: the Cr 0 refers to Credits - our hero is flat broke. 

 

Biography: Gerard was doing some research on exotic flora on a newly discovered planet, when 

he spotted some strange people all wearing blue jumpsuits with an M emblazoned on them.  

They planted a device which caused an earthquake.  A tree fell on Gerard and injured him.  

When he awoke, he was on a Scout ship flying home.  He asked about the mysterious people but 

was told that it was above his paygrade.  They dropped him off at Regina Starport with a few 

credits and a promise of a passage back home---that was a week ago.  

    

 

 



Gerard’s made it his life mission to find out who the mysterious people were and why the Scouts 

were so quick to cover things up.  Admittedly, this would not be the character I would’ve created 

without the random factors, but he does have an interesting background story and a great future 

adventuring promise. 

                    

REGINA STARPORT 

    

I chose Regina Starport as a starting point, because it is the capital of the Spinward Marches.  

The system is well-detailed on the sidebars of pages 52 and 53 of Gurps Traveller.  Back in the 

day, a lot of my adventures jumped off from here.  It was the base of operations for many 

campaigns.  

                        

MUSIC 

 

Since this is starting off in a starport and may involve space travel, I’m going to use ambient 

music.  

                    

GAMING IT OUT 

     

My typical method of table-top role-playing gaming is to use a combination of daydreaming and 

Mythic Game Master Emulator.  I will use Mongoose Traveller for the most part, but will utilize 

Mythic, if necessary.  I have game mechanics/methods discussed in parentheses.  

     

I’m sitting in one of the terminals on a bench by a fountain.  I just used my last credit for dinner, 

so I’m hoping a lucky break comes my way.  

(Since I like to jump right into the story, I decide to have a chance event to get the action going.  

I could’ve randomly rolled on Mythic or a Traveller encounter chart, but I have an adventure 

concept in mind, so I’ll just go with it). 

 

I see an old friend of mine, who I met while in the Scouts.  He’s a Vargr, which is one of the 

alien races in Traveller.  They are essentially bipedal wolves.  (I use Vargr Traveller Alien 

Module 3 to come up with his name.  On page 22-23, they have a list of Arrghoun (Vargr) to 

English words.  I look over the list for one that has a cool meaning.  I find Ghaughen, which 

means ability.) 

     

Ghaughen and I talk about the old days.  He mentions that he is now a merchant pilot.  He was 

hired to bring humanitarian supplies to a village on a nearby world.  Since it will involve going 

through a rainforest, he wants to know if I want to help him out.  He’ll give me 100 credits now 

and 2,500 after the job.  I say yes without hesitation.  We decide to meet the next morning to set 

off for the world.  We talk some more and then he leaves.  Tonight, I plan to spend in the starport 

hotel, rather than on one of the benches.  

 

(I roll for an event - I’ll use a fusion of Mythic Game Master and the Traveller Encounter charts 

for events.  I declare a 30% and roll a 46---nothing happens). 

    



The next day, we set off in his Merchant ship, a Free-Trader Type A.  It’s just the two of us as 

the crew.  Ghaughen explains that he just arrived in the system a few weeks ago and is trying to 

get established.  

(As we take off into space, I roll on page 139 of the Traveller Core Rulebook for an event, which 

occurs on a 6+.  We’re near a high port, so the roll is +3.  I roll a d6 and get a 3.  I roll two d6 on 

the next table and get a 3, 3: it’s a far trader.  I think about what happens next.) 

    

The far trader apparently isn’t paying attention to the control tower and is on a collision course 

with us.  Ghaughen pulls hard to starboard!  

(I rule that he needs an 8+ on 2d6 to avoid the collision.  He has a pilot skill of 5 and a Dexterity 

Modifier of +2 and the task is difficult (-2), so he has a +5.  I roll a 6 for a total of 11.  This is an 

average success, so he managed to get clear of the far trader). 

    

For the rest of the journey, I have him make a general pilot roll to see if there are any mishaps.  I 

roll a 7, which with his skill of 5 and Dexterity of +2 makes it a 14.  This is an exceptional 

success, so the rest of our flight is not only uneventful, but we arrive a few hours ahead of 

schedule.  

    

We arrive at our destination and set down at a small frontier starport.  I envision the part of the 

world we are in as having a rainforest similar to the Pacific Northwest.  At the starport, they have 

an air/raft loaded with the supplies and two laser carbines.  While he drives, I use my survival 

skill to keep an eye out for hazards.  We set off down a narrow trail through the wilderness.  

(To give some zest, I rule that I spot some trees which have branches that emit electricity like an 

electric eel.  I use my survival skill to avoid them.  I have a survival skill of 1 and an Intelligence 

modifier of +0, so I add one to the 2d6 roll.  I roll a 10, which is modified to 11.  This is an 

average success, so I carefully guide Ghaughen through that stretch of forest) 

     

We continue along the way, when I decide that as we come to a river, we are attacked by bandits. 

While Ghaughen hits the thrusters, I turn to fire back at them.  

(I roll for initiative between me and one of the bandits.  I roll 2d6 for me and get a 7.  I get a +1 

for my Dexterity of 9, so my roll is an 8.  I roll 2d6 for the bandit and assume he gets a +1 as 

well, just to make it challenging.  He rolls a 12!) 

    

The bandit shoots at us with his laser rifle.  

(Traveller has slug-throwing weapons, but this destroys the Science-Fiction feel for me, so I 

assume that most people use energy weapons, except for very primitive worlds.  I roll a 3 for his 

shot.   

I assume that he has a skill of 2 and a Dexterity modifier of +1, which brings his total to a 6.  We 

are moving (-2), short range (-0) and are in a thick forest (-1), so his roll is brought down to a 3.)  

His shot misses us.    

    

I return fire with my laser carbine.  

(I roll a 5 for my shot.  I have a skill of 0 and a Dexterity modifier of +1, which brings my total 

to a 6.  We are moving (-2), short range (-0) and are in a thick forest (-1), so his roll is brought 

down to a 3.)  My shot misses him.  

    



There is a trap up ahead consisting of falling logs and boulders.  Ghaughen tries to fly the air/raft 

around it.  

(He has a skill in air/ raft of 1, a Dexterity modifier of +2 and the task is difficult (-2) for a total 

of +1.  I roll a 7 for him.  This is an 8 exactly, so it is a marginal success.  The air/raft gets 

banged up but can still fly). 

    

We continue to speed away from the bandits.  

(Since we are nearing the village, I rule that there is the possibility of one more encounter on a 

roll of 5+.  I roll a 2). 

    

We arrive at the village, bringing needed medicine and supplies.  The villagers, who are an alien 

race, I envision humanoids with fur-covered bodies.  The medicines will help cure a plague that 

is ravaging their village.  We stick around for a feast that night and then head back home to 

Regina.  Ghaughen gives me the promised 2,500 credits and we decide that together we are 

going to look for the next adventure.     

                      

EVALUATION 

 

I had a blast!  There were some moments of page-flipping, since I’m not as familiar with 

Mongoose Traveller as Classic Traveller, but I found it far preferable to Classic Traveller.   I 

especially liked the Mongoose Combat rules.  In the Classic rules, a combat round was 15 

seconds and all of the actions were simultaneous.  In Mongoose, the combat round is 6 seconds 

and they have initiative rolls.  I find these aspects more suited to my taste. 

     

The other thing that I liked was the greater detail on skill rolls.  In Classic Traveller, they didn’t 

have the difficulties quite as formally laid out, it was more of a bonus/penalty suggestion made 

with each skill based on certain circumstances.  Also, they didn’t have the Effect rule, which 

determined degrees of success and failure. I liked both of these rules, as they seemed to help 

paint the dramatic picture. 

                 

I hope this article helps you with your own solo gaming.  Good luck and have fun!   
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